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NEW QUESTION: 1

Given:
What is the result?
A. 1 3 5 7
B. 2 4 6 8
C. 2 4 6 8 9
D. 1 3 5 7 9
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements regarding case routing are true? Each
correct answer presents a complete solution.
A. A workflow is automatically created for each routing rule.
B. You can add a maximum of five routing rule items to a
routing rule set
C. A maximum of three routing rule sets can be active at the
same time.
D. You can route or assign a case to a user, queue, or team.
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
https://www.neudesic.com/blog/crm-routing-rules/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/crm-customer-center/cr
eate-rules-to-automatically-route-cases-customer-service.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two states are valid when an AP discovers and joins a
controller? (Choose two.)
A. connected
B. Image date
C. Discovery mode
D. Discoverable
E. Authentication request
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
An engineer must configure a WLAN using the strongest
encryption type for WPA2- PSK. Which cipher fulfills the
configuration requirement?
A. RC4
B. AES
C. TKIP
D. WEP
Answer: B
Explanation:
Many routers provide WPA2-PSK (TKIP), WPA2-PSK (AES), and
WPA2-PSK (TKIP/AES) as options. TKIP is actually an older
encryption protocol introduced with WPA to replace the

very-insecure WEP encryption at the time. TKIP is actually
quite similar to WEP encryption. TKIP is no longer considered
secure, and is now deprecated. In other words, you shouldn't be
using it.
AES is a more secure encryption protocol introduced with WPA2
and it is currently the strongest encryption type for WPA2-PSK.
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